Award-winning Program Tells the True Story of Texas Mining

Through the Texas Mining and Reclamation Association’s (TMRA) summer Teacher Workshop program, Texas teachers learn science-based information about the availability, importance and development of natural resources, including lignite, uranium and industrial minerals (aggregates). In 2020, the Texas Aggregates & Concrete Association (TACA) began partnering with TMRA on its Industrial Minerals workshop.

During week-long sessions, teachers participate in hands-on labs, tour local mining facilities and hear from industry speakers. And that means more than 1.5 million students have now heard the true story of Texas mining and reclamation.

“I have learned so much that I can take back to my classroom. Because of these camps, my students will reap the benefits of this scientific knowledge, even in its simplest forms. It was a fantastic educational experience!”

Pflugerville, TX, middle school teacher
About the Texas Aggregates & Concrete Association

The Texas Aggregates & Concrete Association (TACA) is the main resource for the aggregate, concrete, cement and other associated industries in Texas. The association represents its member companies by providing industry information to the public, media, policymakers and regulators; advocating for industry issues; ensuring member companies commit to conducting business with integrity, respect, transparency and honest communication; and creating industry training courses and materials that help members effectively manage their businesses.
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“I love these workshops because I can take what I have learned and give it back to my students. Without these camps, some of my kids may never know what concrete is made of, how we mine uranium or how we get coal. And my juniors and seniors can learn about great career opportunities.”

Bogata, TX, high school teacher

More than 1.5 million students have heard the true story of Texas mining and reclamation.

More than 1,500 teachers have attended since 1991.

Each teacher reaches approximately 130-150 students annually.

Recognized by the Governor’s Conference on Math, Science and Technology.

Certified by the Texas Environmental Education Advisory Council.

“I like bringing back all of the ideas, hands-on activities and real-world applications to my students.”

Dallas, TX, high school teacher

Sponsor-a-Teacher

You can sponsor-a-teacher with a contribution of $1,500, which funds a week-long workshop for one educator and covers all teaching materials, meals and lodging. For more information, visit our Sponsor-a-Teacher page at https://bit.ly/303kv3W.

Left: TACA President Josh Leftwich sharing more facts at the TMRA/TACA Industrial Minerals Teacher Workshop. Next time you’re running down the highway, know that to pave just one mile of road takes 38,000 tons of stone, sand or gravel.

Right: Texas science teachers learn how Karst topography forms from the dissolution of soluble rocks, such as limestone, dolomite and gypsum and why it’s important to the mining industry.

Above: The award-winning Teacher Workshop program has been inspiring and educating teachers since 1991, sharing the true story of Texas mining.

Left: Texas teachers working on a hands-on activity called “compaction and cementation” to learn the properties of cement, which when mixed with other materials forms concrete, one of the world’s most frequently used building materials.

Right: Texas teachers working on a hands-on activity called “compaction and cementation” to learn the properties of cement, which when mixed with other materials forms concrete, one of the world’s most frequently used building materials.